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Abstract Binary interactions lead to the formation of intriguing objects, such as com-
pact binaries, supernovae, gamma ray bursts, X-ray binaries, pulsars, novae, cataclysmic
variables, hot subdwarf stars, barium stars, and blue stragglers. To study the evolution of
binary populations and the consequent formation of these objects, many methods have
been developed over the years, of which a robust approach named binary population syn-
thesis (BPS) warrants special attention. This approach has seen widespread use in many
areas of astrophysics, including but not limited to analyses of the stellar content of galax-
ies, research on galactic chemical evolution, and studies concerning star formation and
cosmic re-ionization. In this review, we discuss the role of BPS, its general picture, and
the various components that comprise it. We pay special attention to the stability criteria
for mass transfer in binaries, as this stability largely determines the fate of binary systems.
We conclude with our perspectives regarding the future of this field.
Key words: stars: evolution — star: binaries (including multiple): close — Stars: statis-
tics — Supernovae: general — Galaxies: stellar content — Methods: numerical
1 INTRODUCTION
Stars are building blocks of galaxies and the Universe, and most of what we know about the Universe
comes from stars. The theory of stellar structure and evolution is one of the cornerstones of astrophysics.
It is based on assumptions of hydrostatic equilibrium and what we know about the energy supply com-
ing from thermonuclear reactions, and enhances our understanding of the internal physical structure
and evolution of stars. To develop the theory of stellar structure and evolution, astronomers developed
many computer codes in the 60s, e.g. Henyey et al. (1959), Iben (1965), Kippenhahn et al. (1967),
Paczyn´ski (1970), Eggleton (1967, 1971, 1972, 1973), Eggleton et al. (1973). Many more were in-
vented later, e.g. the Geneva code (Maeder & Meynet 1987), the PAdova and TRieste Stellar Evolution
Code (Bressan et al. 1993), EZ code (Paxton 2004), with MESA (Paxton et al. 2011) being the latest
and arguably the most robust. These codes solve the basic equations, i.e. the mass continuity equation,
the hydrostatic equilibrium equation, the energy conservation equation, the energy transport equation
and the chemical composition equation, to obtain the structure and evolution of a star. The observed
phenomena and the general laws that govern the stellar world are very well explained and reproduced
with the help of those codes. These codes have driven the development of many aspects of astrophysics.
In the 1990s, however, our understanding of stellar structure and evolution faced many challenges.
(i) Some stars display characteristics apparently contrary to predictions made by stellar structure and
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evolution theory. These exotic stars are generally used to probe evolutionary processes in stars, to derive
ages and metallicities of stellar populations in galaxies, and to measure cosmological distances. Such
exotic stars therefore play a crucial role in our understanding of stellar physics, the structure and evo-
lution of galaxies, and cosmology, and they have been a key subject of study for many decades. (ii) At
least half of all stars are in binaries (two stars orbiting each other due to gravitation). Binary interaction
makes stellar evolution more complicated, and leads to the existence of most exotic stars and strange ob-
servational phenomena. Some basic problems in binary evolution have not been resolved yet. (iii) Large
surveys, such as the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) (York et al. 2000), Large Area Multi-Object
Fiber Spectroscopic Telescope (LAMOST) survey (Zhao et al. 2012), Gaia (Gaia Collaboration 2016),
Kepler (Borucki et al. 2010) and TESS (Ricker et al. 2014), have revealed the statistical properties of
stars and galaxies, and are making significant progress in astrophysics. However, traditional stellar evo-
lution theory can only evolve one star at a time (single or binary) and are therefore not able to explain
the statistical properties of stellar populations. The importance in comparing theory with observation is
that real physical processes are then revealed. (iv) A galaxy consists of thousands of millions of stars,
and the study of its evolution requires knowledge of the evolution of stellar populations.With the advent
of galaxy and cosmology studies, it becomes urgent to develop an approach to evolve millions of stars
at the same time.
To resolve these issues, astronomers have developed binary population synthesis (BPS), e.g.
de Kool (1992, 1993), Yungelson et al. (1993, 1994), Han et al. (1994, 1995a,b). BPS is a robust ap-
proach to evolve a large number of stars (including binaries) so that we can explain, understand and
predict the properties of a population of a type of stars. With BPS, we are able to unveil the underly-
ing crucial physical processes and explore the scenarios for the formation and evolution of those exotic
stars. Many BPS codes have been developed, e.g. Scenario Machine (Lipunov et al. 1996, 2007), SeBa
(Portegies Zwart & Verbunt 1996; Nelemans et al. 2001; Toonen et al. 2012), Yunnan Model (Han
1998; Han et al. 2002, 2003; Zhang et al. 2002, 2004, 2005), BSE (Hurley et al. 2002), StarTrack
(Belczynski et al. 2002a), BiSEPS (Willems & Kolb 2002), BPASS (Eldridge et al. 2008), SYCLIST
(Georgy et al. 2014), COMPAS (Stevenson et al. 2017), MOBSE (Giacobbo et al. 2018), Combine
(Kruckow et al. 2018), dart-board (Andrews et al. 2018), COSMIC (Breivik et al. 2020), etc. Those
codes are widely used in the study of many aspects of astrophysics. BPS is now a common practice in
the investigation of exotic objects, e.g. double black holes, double neutron stars, doublewhite dwarfs, su-
pernovae, gamma ray bursts, X-ray binaries, pulsars, novae, cataclysmic variables, hot subdwarfs stars,
barium stars, blue stragglers, etc., and is also used in many other areas, e.g. in the studies of spectral
energy distribution of galaxies, and the chemical evolution of galaxies.
2 THE ROLE OF BINARY POPULATION SYNTHESIS
Binary population synthesis (BPS) studies play a significant role in many aspects of astrophysics, from
physical processes in stellar evolution and binary evolution, the formation of binary related objects, to
evolutionary population synthesis, galaxy evolution and re-ionization of the Universe.
Indeed, the theory of stellar evolution has achieved great success, but many problems have not been
resolved yet due to the complexity of the problems. One such example is the third dredge up of thermally
pulsating asymptotic giant branch (TPAGB) stars and the production of s-elements. The dredge up and
the surface abundances of s-elements depend very sensitively on the detailed numerical treatment of the
burning shells. Carbon-enhanced metal-poor (CEMP) stars are enriched in s-process elements, and are
formed via mass-transfer of carbon-rich material from a TPAGB primary star to a less massive main-
sequence companion which is seen today. By comparing the results of BPS studies of CEMP stars to
that of observations, Izzard et al. (2009) constrained the mass range for stars undergoing efficient 3rd
dredge up (see also Han et al. 1995a). Han et al. (2002, 2003) carried out a detailed and systemtic BPS
study on hot subdwarf stars and constrained to a great extent the common envelope (CE) evolution of
binary stars. Chrimes et al. (2020) inferred the core angular momentum threshold for jet production of
collapsars by studying long-duration gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) via BPS. BPS provides an approach to
tackle problems which are difficult to tackle otherwise.
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Type Ia supernovae have been successfully used as a cosmological distance indicator, leading to
the discovery of the accelerated expansion of the Universe and consequently the inferred existence of
dark energy (Riess et al. 1998; Perlmutter et al. 1999). Recent Hubble constant measurements from
type Ia supernovae disagree at 4σ to 6σ with that from Planck observations of the Cosmic Microwave
Background in conjunction with the standard cosmological model (Planck Collaboration 2018; Riess
2019), causing a crisis in cosmology. However, the exact nature of the progenitors of type Ia supernovae
remains unclear, hindering our understanding of the Universe. Examples of detailed binary popula-
tion synthesis studies are Li & van den Heuvel (1997), Han et al. (1995b), Yungelson & Livio (2000),
Han & Podsiadlowski (2004), Wang et al. (2009), Meng et al. (2009) and Toonen et al. (2012). These
studies assume that a carbon-oxygen white dwarf can grow in mass via accretion from a main sequence
companion star, a giant companion star, or a helium companion star, and reach the Chandrasekhar mass
limit to explode as a type Ia supernova (SNe Ia) (Hoyle & Fowler 1960; Whelan & Iben 1973). The
merger of two carbon-oxygen white dwarfs may also lead to a SN Ia explosion if the total mass is over
the Chandrasekharmass limit (Iben & Tutukov 1984; Webbink 1984; Han 1998). The studies shed light
on the properties of SNe Ia, e.g. their formation channels, their birth rates, their properties in different
environments and their evolution with redshift.
X-ray binaries are binary stars luminous in X-rays. The X-rays are produced from the energy re-
leased during accretion of matter from one component onto the other component, a neutron (NS) star or
a black hole (BH). X-ray binaries with NSs as the accretors may evolve to become millisecond pulsars.
Such high energy binaries have been a subject of active research for many decades. Significant progress
in understanding their nature and origins has been made with the help of BPS. Podsiadlowski et al.
(2002) calculated the relevant binary evolutionary sequences, Pfahl et al. (2003) was able to carry
out a BPS investigation on the matter immediately afterwards. The study followed a population of
intermediate- / low-mass X-ray binaries (I/LMXBs) from the incipeint stage to the current epoch and
finally to the remnant state when they become binary millisecond pulsars (BMPs). Meaningful compari-
son of the theoretical predictions and the observations of LMXBs and BMPs were carried out. Liu & Li
(2006) and Shao & Li (2015, 2020) have done detailed and systematic BPS studies on faint X-ray
sources, ultraluminous X-ray sources, black-hole X-ray binaries. Those studies contribute significantly
to our understanding of those binaries.
LIGO and VIRGO, the ground-based interferometric detectors for gravitational waves, have de-
tected the gravitational wave signals of the merging of double BHs, double NSs, and BH+NS binaries.
LISA and TianQin, the space-based interferometric detectors, are planned to be launched in the near
future. The foreground of gravitational waves due to Galactic binary stars are presented via a BPS
approach by Webbink & Han (1998), Nelemans et al. (2001) and Yu & Jeffery (2010). The merging
pairs have been investigated by Belczynski et al. (2002b, 2016, 2020), and the masses, the spins and
the merging rates of the compact objects are given. Li et al. (2019) studied the formation of low-mass
WD pairs and many of them will be detectable by LISA (Li et al. 2020).
De Donder & Vanbeveren (2004) were the first to make Galactic chemical evolution simulations
with the inclusion of detailed binary evolutions via BPS. They showed that binary evolution mainly
affects the Galactic evolution of carbon and iron. The majority of low- and intermediate-mass interacting
binaries have avoided the late stages of AGB and therefore produce less carbon. Some binaries evolve
to SNe Ia, and SNe Ia produce the majority of iron. The SNe Ia rate, the moment at which the first SNe
Ia start to form, and the moment at which their rates reach a maximum are all sensitive to the adopted
progenitor models of SNe Ia. The merging of NS+NS binaries and NS+BH binaries produces r-process
elements (e.g. gold), and the merging rates depend critically on the evolution of binary populations.
Kobayashi et al. (2006) and Kobayashi (2009) carried out detailed chemical evolution studies with the
latest stellar nucleosynthsis yields, the inclusion of hypernovae, type II supernovae, and SNe Ia. The
evolution depends on the supernovae progenitor models.
Pioneering work has been done by the Yunnan Group (Zhang et al. 2004, 2005; Han et al. 2007)
and the Auckland Group (Eldridge & Stanway 2009, 2012; Stanway et al. 2016) to include the effects
of binary interactions in the synthetic spectra of stellar populations. Those studies have shown that
binary interaction can significantly change the spectral energy distribution. For example, Han et al.
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(2007) showed that the far-UV excess of early type galaxies, the source of which had not been identified
for many decades, can be well reproduced by accounting for radiation from hot subdwarfs resulting from
binary interactions. Chen et al. (2015) conducted a binary population synthesis study on accreting white
dwarfs and explained the existence of soft X-ray band extended emissions in galaxies. The inclusion of
binary interactions in evolutionary population synthesis studies has already had a big impact on the
derived ages, masses, and star formation rates in the studies of galaxies.
The re-ionizing photons of the Universe were conventionally assumed to be from single massive
stars, and it is well-known that the number of photons falls short of the required amount by a factor of
a few. However, since the binary fraction of massive stars is as high as 70% (Sana et al. 2012), binary
interaction may lead to the formation of hydrogen-envelope-stripped stars and massive blue stragglers.
Both produce significant amounts of ionizing photons 10-200 Myr after starburst, and the relative im-
portance of these photons are amplified as they escape more easily. de Mink’s group (Go¨tberg et al.
2020; Secunda et al. 2020) showed that stellar population synthesis models taking into account binary
stellar evolution provide a sound physical basis for cosmic re-ionization.
3 THE GENERAL PICTURE OF BINARY POPULATION SYNTHESIS
Most exotic stars result from binary interactions. Figure 1 is a binary evolution tree, showing how various
exotic stars are formed. The tree can be much larger and much more complicated, and more channels
need to be added for the formation of each particular kind of binary-related object not shown in the
figure.
Figure 2 illustrates the major steps in BPS studies. In a binary population synthesis study, we need
to follow the evolution of a large number (say, a million) of binaries in a way similar to that of the evolu-
tion tree. Single stars are treated as binaries with wide orbits, and various binary interactions (e.g. those
shown in Section 4.3) are considered. Those interactions determine the fate of a binary and result in the
formation of different types of objects. Both the properties of an individual exotic object and the statisti-
cal properties of those objects are compared to observations. From those comparisons, we can constrain
the physical processes crucial for the formation of the previously mentioned exotic objects, elucidate
their origin and explain their properties, and make predictions to be confirmed by future observations.
4 MAIN INGREDIENTS OF BINARY POPULATION SYNTHESIS
4.1 Initial distributions of binaries
In a BPS study, we need to generate sample binaries and then evolve them. To generate sample binaries,
we need the star formation rate, the initial mass function of the primary, the mass ratio distribution, the
orbital separation distribution, and the orbital eccentricity distribution. These are the basic inputs.
(1) We simply take a constant star formation rate over the last 15 Gyr in most cases.
(2) A Salpeter (1955) initial mass function is usually adopted for analytic studies. In BPS studies,
we usually adopt an initial mass function of Miller & Scalo (1979), which is similar to that by Kroupa
(1993). See Kroupa (2001) for a canonical discussion. We generate the primary mass with the formula
of Eggleton et al. (1989),
M1 =
0.19X
(1−X)0.75 + 0.032(1−X)0.25 , (1)
whereX is a random number uniformly distributed between 0 and 1, and the adopted ranges of primary
masses are 0.8 to 126.0M⊙.
(3) We mainly take a constant mass-ratio distribution (for a discussion, see Mazeh 1992;
Ducheˆne & Kraus 2013),
n(1/q) = 1, 0 ≤ 1/q ≤ 1, (2)
where q =M1/M2. An alternative distribution of mass-ratio is the case where the masses of both binary
components are chosen randomly and independently from the same IMF.
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Fig. 2 Major steps in binary population synthesis studies. Adopted from Han (2003)
(4) We simply assume that all stars are members of binary systems and that the distribution of sepa-
rations is constant in log a, where a is the separation, for wide binary separations, and falls off smoothly
at close separations (for a discussion, see Duquennoy & Mayor 1991; Ducheˆne & Kraus 2013),
an(a) =
{
αsep(
a
a0
)m, a ≤ a0;
αsep, a0 < a < a1
(3)
where αsep ≈ 0.070, a0 = 10R⊙, a1 = 5.75 × 106R⊙ = 0.13 pc, and m ≈ 1.2. This distribution
means that there is an equal number of wide binary systems per logarithmic interval and that approxi-
mately 50% of stellar systems are binaries with orbital periods less than 100 yr.
(5) We assume all binaries are circularized, i.e. e = 0.
4.2 Single Stellar Evolution
To evolve a binary system, we need to follow the evolution of both components and deal with their
interactions. The evolution of the components, i.e. the evolution of single stars, is calculated with fitted
formulae, e.g. Tout et al. (1996) and Hurley et al. (2000), or via interpolation in a stellar evolution
model grid. Fitted formulae are easy to use, but stellar evolution model grids contain more information
and can be updated more conveniently.
Figure 3 shows two sets of stellar evolution models calculated with Eggleton’s stellar evolution code
(Eggleton 1967, 1971, 1972, 1973; Eggleton et al. 1973; Han et al. 1994; Pols et al. 1995). The first
set is for a typical Pop I composition with hydrogen abundanceX = 0.70, helium abundance Y = 0.28
and metallicity Z = 0.02. These models do not include mass loss, which can be parametrically dealt
with afterwards. The models cover the range from 0.08M⊙ to 126.0M⊙ at roughly equal intervals of
0.1 in logM . The evolutionary tracks are terminated by the HD limit (Humphreys & Davidson 1979;
Lamers & Fitzpatrick 1988) for massive stars, or when the stellar envelope has a positive binding energy
for intermediate- or low-mass stars (Han et al. 1994; Meng et al. 2008). The tracks for intermediate- or
low-mass stars can also be terminated alternatively by the observed initial - final mass relations, which
have quite a large scatter (Weidemann 2000; Ferrario et al. 2005). The second set of the tracks is for
Pop I helium stars, with masses between 0.32M⊙ and 8.0M⊙.
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Fig. 3 Evolutionary tracks of Pop I stars. Masses in solar units are given at the starting point
of each track, regardless of whether the track is for the zero-age main-sequence (ZAMS) or
the zero-age helium main-sequence (ZAHeMS). The helium stars are the sequence to the left.
Adopted from Han et al. (2001)
4.3 Binary Stellar Evolution
Binary stars interact in many ways, such as Roche lobe overflow (RLOF), orbital angular momentum
loss via gravitational wave radiation, magnetic braking, and stellar wind accretion. RLOF is the most
important interaction, which changes the destiny of a binary system. A cartoon for major binary inter-
actions is shown in Figure 4.
For a zero-age main sequence (ZAMS) binary star, the primary at first evolves and expands rather
like a single star, until it fills its Roche lobe and starts to transfer its envelope mass to the secondary (see
Figure 4). The Roche lobe radiusRL of the primary is given by Eggleton (1983),
RL
A
=
0.49q2/3
0.6q2/3 + ln(1 + q1/3)
, 0 < q <∞ (4)
where A is the binary separation, q = M1M2 , and M1 and M2 are the masses of the primary and the
secondary, respectively. This approximation formula is accurate to ∼ 1% and its derivative is smooth.
Note that a similar approximating formula is given by Ge et al. (2020b) (their equations 33 and 34) for
the volume-equivalent radii of the outer Lagrangian equipotential surface of the primary, the volume of
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Fig. 4 Major binary interactions. Adopted from Han (2003)
which is that enclosed within the euqipotential surface passing through L2 or L3 and a plane passing
through L1 and perpendicular to the semi-major axis.
The mass transfer can be dynamically unstable, depending on the mass ratio of the primary to the
secondary, on the structure of the primary’s envelope, and on the angular momentum loss of a binary
system. Dynamical mass transfer will lead to the formation of a common envelope (CE, Paczyn´ski
1967). The CE engulfs the core of one star (primary) and its companion. The orbit of the embedded
binary decays due to frictional drag and may release and deposit large amounts of energy into the
envelope (Livio & Soker 1988). The envelopemay be ejected if the total deposited energy can overcome
its binding energy. For the CE ejection criterion, we introduced two model parameters, αCE for the
common envelope ejection efficiency and αth for the thermal contribution to the binding energy of the
envelope, which we write as
αCE |∆Eorb| > |Egr + αth Eth|, (5)
where ∆Eorb is the energy released from orbital contraction, Egr the gravitational binding energy and
Eth the thermal energy of the envelope. The orbital energy released is calculated with
∆Eorb ≃ GMcM2
2af
− G(Mc +Me)M2
2ai
, (6)
whereMc,Me,M2 are the core mass and envelope mass of the primary, and the mass of the secondary,
respectively, and ai and af are the initial and final orbital separation, respectively. The binding energy
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Egr and the thermal energy Eth of the envelope are obtained from full stellar structure calculations by
Egr =
∫ Ms
Mc
−Gm
r
dm (7)
and
Eth =
∫ Ms
Mc
Udm, (8)
where Ms is the stellar surface mass and Mc the core mass. For the practical determination of Mc
see Section 2 of Han et al. (1994), and U is the internal energy of the gas, involving terms due to the
ionization of H and He and the dissociation of H2, as well as the basic
3
2ℜT/µ for a simple perfect
gas, the energy of radiation, and the Fermi energy of a degenerate electron gas. CE ejection leads to the
formation of a close binary with the core of the primary and its MS companion. The core may evolve
further to form a WD star, a NS star or a BH. If the CE fails to eject, the binary coalesces into a single
fast-rotating star.
The mass transfer can be stable, i.e. the mass transfer is on a nuclear timescale or a thermal
timescale. For a binary system with components M1 and M2 and separation A, the orbital angular
momentum Jorb is
Jorb =
√
GA
M1 +M2
M1M2 (9)
Given that a mass −dM1 is lost from the primary, that a fraction β of the lost mass is transferred to the
secondary star, that the remaining−(1−β)dM1 is lost from the system, and that the mass lost from the
system carries away the same specific angular momentum as pertains to the primary, the loss of angular
momentum from the system is expressed as:
−dJorb = J1
M1
(1− β)dM1 = G 12M22 (M1 +M2)−
3
2A
1
2 (1− β)dM1 (10)
where J1 is the angular momentum of the primary. We then obtain the change of the separation due to
mass transfer,
−d lnA = 2d lnM2 + 2βd lnM1 + d ln(M1 +M2) (11)
Similarly, we obtain the change of the separation if we assume that the lost mass carries away the same
specific angular momentum as pertains to the secondary,
−d lnA = 2d lnM1 + 2
β
d lnM2 + d ln(M1 +M2) (12)
We can also calculate the change if the loss mass carries away the angular momentum of the binary
system,
−d lnA = 2βd lnM1 + 2
β
d lnM2 − d ln(M1 +M2) (13)
During binary evolution, some of the mass lost in the form of stellar wind from the primary may be
accreted by the secondary star. The mass accretion rate M˙2 is expressed by Boffin & Jorissen (1988)
as,
M˙2 = − 1√
1− e2
(
GM2
V 2wind
)2
αaccM˙1
2A2
(
1 +
V 2
orb
V 2
wind
)3/2 (14)
where Vorb =
√
G(M1+M2)
A is the orbital velocity, Vwind is the wind velocity at the position of the
secondary star, G is the gravitational constant, M1, M2 and A are the primary mass, secondary mass
and orbital separation, respectively, e is the orbital eccentricity and αacc is the accreting efficiency
parameter. We take αacc = 1.5 (Boffin et al. 1993), which is appropriate for Bondi-Hoyle accretion.
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The binary orbit decays due to gravitation radiation or magnetic braking. The time scale τGR (in yr)
for orbital angular momentum loss due to gravitation radiation (Landau & Lifshitz 1962) is expressed
as,
τGR =
Jorb
J˙GR
= 1.24× 109(M1
M⊙
)−1(
M2
M⊙
)−1(
M1 +M2
M⊙
)−1(
A
R⊙
)4 (15)
where J˙GR is the orbital angular momentum loss rate due to gravitational radiation.
Magnetic braking results from magnetically coupled wind from the secondary star, and the braking
exists ifM2 > 0.37M⊙. The time-scale τMB (in yrs) for orbital angular momentum loss due to magnetic
braking (Verbunt & Zwaan 1981) is expressed in a rather simple formula (de Kool 1992) as,
τMB =
Jorb
J˙MB
= 4.5× 106(M1
M⊙
)(
M1 +M2
M⊙
)−2(
R2
R⊙
)−γ(
A
R⊙
)5 (16)
where J˙MB is the orbital angular momentum loss rate due to magnetic braking; γ is usually taken to be
2.
In detailed binary evolution calculations, the angular momentum loss rate due to magnetic braking
can be alternatively calculated with a more complicated formula (Sills et al. 2000),
J˙MB =


−Kω3
(
R2
R⊙
)1/2 (
M2
M⊙
)−1/2
, ω ≤ ωcrit
−Kω2critω
(
R2
R⊙
)1/2 (
M2
M⊙
)−1/2
, ω > ωcrit
(17)
whereK = 2.7× 1047g cm2 s, ωcrit is the critical angular velocity, and
ωcrit(t) = ωcrit,⊙
τt0,⊙
τt
(18)
where ωcrit,⊙ = 2.9 × 10−6Hz, τt0,⊙ ∼ 28.4 days and τt are the global turnover timescales of the
convective envelope for the Sun at its current age and that for the secondary star at age t, respectively.
They can be computed with the following equation.
τt =
∫ R2
Rb
dr
vconv
(19)
whereRb is the radius at the bottom of the surface convective envelope, and vconv is the local convective
velocity.
It is well known that neutron stars (NSs) receive a kick when they are born. One of the most com-
pelling pieces of evidence for the existence of NS kicks is the study by Lyne & Lorimer (1994), in
which they found that the average velocity of young pulsars was 450 ± 90 km/s, much higher than
that previously believed. One possible explanation for the NS kick is as follows. In the progenitors of
core collapse supernovae, some hydrodynamical instabilities can result in asymmetric mass ejection,
leading to the acceleration of the NS in the opposite direction of the ejecta (e.g. Wongwathanarat et al.
1993; Janka 2017). With a deconvolution algorithm, Hobbs et al. (2005) inferred a velocity distribution
from a sample of pulsars, which can be fitted by a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution with σ = 265 km/s
(average speed of ∼ 420 km/s).
Regarding the BH natal kick, it is poorly constrained and understood (e.g. Willems et al. 2005;
Fragos et al. 2009; Repetto et al. 2012; Repetto & Nelemans 2015; Repetto et al. 2017). A widely
used model (e.g. Belczynski et al. 2008) for the BH natal kicks are that the NS-like kicks also work for
BHs, but are scaled down linearly with the material-fallback fraction, i.e.
Vkick = Vkick,NS(1− ffb) (20)
Here, Vkick,NS is randomly chosen from the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution with σ = 265 km/s and
ffb is the material-fallback fraction.
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A binary may suffer a significant mass loss to produce a core collapse supernova, and the remnant
may have undergone a kick at birth. If the mass loss or the kick velocity is very large, the binary orbit
can become unbound and the two stars can consequently become single. Thermonuclear explosions,
i.e. that of SNe Ia, leave a single star too in the case of the single degenerate scenario as its WD is
completely destroyed. Some of those resultant single stars may be hypervelocity stars that escape from
the Galaxy (Wang & Han 2009; Tauris 2015; Neunteufel 2020). For a binary system with a circular
orbit, its separation after explosion is given by (see Hills 1983 and Tauris et al. 2013 for details),
Af
Ai
=
1− (∆M/Mi)
1− 2(∆M/Mi)− (vkick/vc)2 − 2cosθ(vkick/vc) (21)
whereAi andAf are the binary separation before and after the explosion, respectively.∆M =Mi−Mf
is the mass loss of the system, and Mi and Mf are the total masses of the binary system before and
after the explosion. vkick is the kick velocity of the remnant, vc =
√
GMi/Ai is the orbital velocity of
the SN progenitor with respect to the companion star, and θ is the angle between the kick velocity and
pre-explosion orbital velocity vectors. The eccentricity after explosion is
e =
√
1 +
2EorbJ2orb
µG2M22fM
2
1f
(22)
where µ is the reduced mass after explosion. The orbital energy of the system after explosion is given
by
Eorb = −GM1fM2f
2Af
, (23)
and the orbital angular momentum is
Jorb = Afµ
√
(vc + vkick cos θ)
2
+ (vkick sin θ sinφ)2 (24)
where φ is the angle between the pre-explosion orbital plane and the projection of the kick velocity
vector onto a plane perpendicular to the pre-explosion velocity vector of the SN progenitor.
5 STABILITY OF MASS TRANSFER
Mass transfer is the most important binary interaction, and its stability determines the fate of a binary
system. The problem has been studied for many decades, and significant progress has been made re-
cently. Below we discuss the stability criteria for mass transfer.
The stability criteria for mass transfer rely on physical models or simulations of the mass transfer
process. To obtain the criteria, we need to understand the response of the donor star to its mass loss (or
mass transfer), the response of the orbit, and the response of the donor’s Roche lobe. Whether the mass
transfer is stable or not can be derived from the response of the donor’s radius and its Roche-lobe radius
to the mass loss. Three useful parameters, ζL, ζeq, and ζad, are proposed by Webbink (1985) to clarify
how the binary system will evolve after the onset of the mass transfer.
These three parameters, also called radius-mass exponents, describe the radius response of a donor
star to mass loss:
ζL =
∂lnRL
∂lnM
∣∣∣∣
RLOF
, (25)
ζeq =
∂lnR
∂lnM
∣∣∣∣
eq
, (26)
ζad =
∂lnR
∂lnM
∣∣∣∣
ad
, (27)
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where ζL is the response of the donor’s Roche-lobe radius to mass loss, ζeq is the response of the donor’s
radius to thermal-equilibrium mass loss, and ζad is the response of the donor’s radius to adiabatic mass
loss. If ζad < ζL, the donor star cannot retain hydrostatic equilibrium and mass loss proceeds on a
dynamical timescale. If ζeq < ζL < ζad, the donor star could retain hydrostatic equilibrium, but could
not remain in thermal equilibrium and mass loss occurs on a thermal timescale. If ζL < (ζeq, ζad), mass
loss occurs due to evolutionary expansion of the donor star or due to the shrinkage of the Roche lobe
owing to the angular momentum loss.
Useful insights into the behavior of donor stars undergoing adiabatic mass loss can be derived
from simplified stellar models. Hjellming & Webbink (1987) investigated the properties of polytropic
models with power-law equations of state for main-sequence stars and giant branch stars, and illuminate
the qualitative behavior of those stars. Soberman et al. (1997) explored the stability criteria further for
binary mass transfer, and investigated cases of non-conservative mass transfer. Aside from building a
simplified physical model, one can also use classical stellar structure and evolution codes to simulate the
binary mass transfer process, referred to as time-dependent mass loss models. For the time-dependent
mass loss model, we need to make assumptions for the mass transfer rates, the mass loss, and the
angular momentum loss from the binary system. The stability criterion is then derived by comparing
the response of the donor radius and its Roche-lobe radius, or by examining whether the mass loss rate
approaches a critical value. With stellar evolution codes, many authors derived the stability thresholds
of stars on the Hertzsprung-gap (e.g. Chen & Han 2003), and on the giant branches (e.g. Chen & Han
2008; Pavlovskii & Ivanova 2015).
The stability criteria for the mass transfer of binaries have been challenged by more and more
observations. For example, previous criteria implied that there exists a gap at around 1000 days for the
orbital period distribution of post-AGB binaries. This is due to the fact that the critical mass ratio for
stable mass transfer for binaries is less than one for giant branch star donors from polytropic models,
and consequently the mass transfer leads to the formation of a common envelope, and the ejection of
the common envelope results in the formation of binary systems with orbital periods much shorter than
1000 days. However, a large number of post-AGB binaries with orbital periods of around 1000 days have
been observed. To solve the puzzle, we need to stabilize the above-mentioned mass transfer somehow.
To investigate the physics of mass transfer stability under such demands, Ge et al. (2010a, 2020a,b)
established a detailed stellar model for adiabatic mass loss, and a detailed stellar model for thermal
equilibrium mass loss. Those models provide the asymptotic response of the donor star to different
mass loss rates, i.e. those corresponding to the dynamical timescale mass transfer and to the thermal
time scale mass transfer, respectively.
With the adiabatic mass loss model, Ge et al. (2008, 2010a,b, 2013, 2015, 2020a) carried out a sys-
tematic survey on the thresholds for dynamical timescale mass transfer over the entire span of possible
evolutionary stages of donor stars. A detailed description is presented in the paper by Ge et al. (2020a).
We hereby summarize the results.
5.1 Very Low-mass Stars
For very low mass stars (with masses less than ∼ 0.5M⊙), their convective envelopes dominate the re-
sponse to rapid mass transfer. Furthermore, those stars evolve very slowly, and remain almost unevolved
on the main sequence within Hubble time. Therefore, the criteria from the complete and the composite
polytropic models by Hjellming & Webbink (1987) present a good approximation. The critical mass
ratio qad for dynamical timescale mass transfer of the very low-mass stars is approximated to 2/3.
5.2 Main-sequence Stars
Main-sequence stars with masses ∼ 1.6M⊙ are in the transition zones between those which are domi-
nated by convective envelopes and those with radiative envelopes. From panel (a) of Figure 5, we obtain
the critical mass ratios as follows (see also Ge et al. 2010a). For main-sequence stars with masses less
than 1.6M⊙, the critical mass ratio qad decreases gradually with decreasing main-sequencemass to 2/3,
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Fig. 5 The critical mass ratio qad for dynamical timescale mass transfer as a function of
radius of a donor star. The stellar radius increases as a star evolves, except for the turning
points of the main sequence and the core-helium burning stages of low- and intermediate-
mass stars. Panels (a), (b), (c), and (d) present the critical mass ratios of the donor stars on the
main sequence, the Hertzsprung gap, the red-giant branch, and the asymptotic-giant branch,
respectively. The masses of the donor stars are labeled at the starting points of each track (in
solar units).
which is for a completely convective n = 3/2 polytrope. For main-sequence stars with masses larger
than 1.6 M⊙, the critical mass ratio qad decreases gradually with increasing main-sequence mass. As
the main-sequence stars with masses larger than 0.5M⊙ evolve away from the zero-age main-sequence,
the masses of the radiative envelopes increases slightly for stars more masssive than ∼ 1.6M⊙ and that
of the convective envelopes decrease slightly for stars less massive. Consequently, the critical mass ratio
increases. Note that the critical mass ratio is not constant but changes dramatically as a star evolves on
the main-sequence.
5.3 Hertzsprung Gap Stars
Stars with masses between ∼ 1.6M⊙ and ∼ 10M⊙ evolve on a thermal timescale on the Hertzsprung
gap, i.e. after their core-hydrogen is exhausted and before they reach the bottom of the red-giant branch
or core helium burning. It is not the case for more massive stars, as the more massive stars start core
helium burning already on the Hertzsprung gap. For stars with masses larger than 5.0M⊙, the mass of
their radiative envelopes increases monotonically on the Hertzsrpung gap. Thereforewe see an evolution
pattern of qad similar to that of main-sequence stars. For Hertzsprung gap stars, the critical mass ratio is
∼ 3 and changes sharply as the stars evolve on the Hertzsprung gap, as shown in panel (b) of Figure 5.
As discussed by Ge et al. (2015), it is quite likely that the great majority of binaries with non-degenerate
accretors and with mass ratios exceeding the value for delayed dynamical instability will in fact evolve
into contact before the binaries actually reach the point of dynamical instability.
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5.4 Red-Giant Branch and Asymptotic Branch Stars
The envelope changes from a radiation-dominated one to a convection-dominated one for stars at the
bottom of the red-giant branch. Note also that thermal relaxation becomes increasingly important among
luminous giants with extended envelopes. Panels (c) and (d) of Figure 5 show how critical mass ratios
vary. The critical mass ratio qad decreases slightly and then starts to increase for stars with mass larger
than 0.8 M⊙ on the red-giant branch. The critical ratio changes on the asymptotic-giant branch in a
way similar to that on the red-giant branch, but the ratios are with higher values. For donor stars on
the red-giant branch or on the asymptotic-giant branch with a deep enough convective envelope, the
critical mass ratio becomes larger than ∼ 3. This is because the envelopes of these stars are much more
extended, the thermal timescale is very short (less than 102 yr), and the dynamical timescale is even
shorter. We also find that binaries with these luminous red giant donor stars may evolve into a common
envelope phase through outer-Lagrangian overflow on a thermal timescale in the thermal equilibrium
mass loss model (Ge et al. 2020b).
6 COMPARISON WITH OBSERVATIONS
With BPS, we can obtain many properties of binary-related objects. The major properties include, but
are not limited to, the birth rates, the numbers, the distributions of masses, the distribution of orbital
periods, the distributions of mass ratios or mass functions, the distributions of spatial velocities, various
statistical relations between the physical parameters, and the dependence of the properites on metallicity
or redshift. These properties depend somehow on the inputs and the assumptions of the relevant physical
processes. Generally speaking, the dependence on the IMF and the initial orbital period distribution is
weak. The dependence on the initial mass ratio distribution is modest, while the dependence on the CE
evolution is very strong. It is obvious that the BPS results rely on the proposed formation scenarios of the
binary-related objects and the relevant assumptions. By comparing the theoretical predictions of some
observables of the objects with observations, we can constrain the model parameters and identify the
formation scenarios for the relevant objects. A best model is then chosen accordingly. The best model is
used to explain and reproduce other properties of the objects, and shed light on future observations and
other related topics.
7 FUTURE PROSPECTS
CE evolution is the key for the formation of many objects, but it remains the least understood process
in binary evolution despite the many efforts made over the last few decades. Han et al. (1995b) first
proposed that ionization energy may play a role in CE ejction, and three-dimensional hydrodynami-
cal simulations taking into account ionization energy released (Sand et al. 2020) are making progress.
Observations of post-CE binaries are in demand to constrain the CE process, especially those with
well-defined progenitors. For example, observations of close hot subdwarf binaries resulting from CE
evolution at the tip of the first giant branch are viable probes of CE evolution (Kupfer et al. 2015). If we
can observe such binaries in stellar clusters, the resulting constraint would be significant (Han 2008).
It would be a good practice to study many kinds of binary-related objects simultaneously.We should
not confine ourselves to studying a particular kind of objects. It is usually not too difficult to devise a
scenario to repoduce observations of some specific type of stars, but it may be the case that the same
assumptions, when applied to all stars, would lead to contradictions.
With the improvement of input physics and the advancement of computing power, BPS studies
have evolved into a robust and precise science. Observational efforts provide a good estimate of binary
fraction and precise statistical distributions of binary properties, and their dependence on metallicities
(Ducheˆne & Kraus 2013; Moe & Di Stefano 2017; Moe et al. 2019; Liu 2019). Our understanding of
stellar evolutionary processes is being deepened, many physical processes are carefully treated, and de-
tailed evolution grids for single stars and even for binary stars are becoming available (see, for example,
Chen et al. 2014). We will see a bigger impact of BPS studies on many aspects of astrophysics.
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